**Filter— In Stock Items**

- **Items In Stock** filter is defaulted to off at the start of each new website session. It becomes available when customers login with their credentials.
- The filter reflects inventory availability as of midnight EST that day or midnight EST Saturday on Sunday and Monday. The site search results page utilizes real-time inventory information, therefore, there may be some discrepancies where an item will show up in the search result when the filter is turned on but say *Temporarily Unavailable*. This situation is most prevalent for items with low inventory and high turnover rate.
- The filter is looking at total inventory availability, not a specific customer's availability, so the item may be in stock somewhere but unavailable to that customer due to it not being available in the customer's DC or if the customer has reached ration limits.
- The filter is scanning across all product variations so the primary product may be unavailable, but another variation may be available so a user may need to (+) **See More Variations** to find the in-stock item.

Search Term “beesure gloves” **BEFORE** flag yields 13 results

**Primary product may be unavailable when “in-stock” flag is active (ex: 3530052). Click (+) **See More Variations** to find the in-stock item**